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An optical trap can trap micron sized objects when
it is passed through a high numerical aperture
objective[1].The optical tweezer consist of a single
laser beam focused to a diffraction limited spot (typ-
ically about λ/2, λ being the wavelength of the laser
beam used).We optically trap a gram-positive bac-
terium Bacillus subtilis- in an optical trap and study
the flagellar rotation. Bacillus subtilis is a non-
pathogenic bacterium which uses flagella rotation to
move in a liquid environment [2]. The rotation of
the flagella in an anticlockwise direction constitutes a
run sequence and in a clockwise direction constitutes
a tumble sequence. The rotating movement of bac-
terium flagellum has an important role in cell motility
and chemotaxis. B.subtilis flagellum consists of three
architectural domains: the basal body, the hook and
the filament. The filament is a helical structure made
up of repeated units of protein flagellin. The hook
is a distinct structure located at the base of the fila-
ment and also attached to the basal body. The basal
body is located inside the cell envelope. The motor in-
cluded in the basal body contains two functional enti-
ties; the rotor and the proton conducting stator. The
proton-motive force generates a torque at the rotor
interface in the basal body. This torque is imparted
to the filament through the hook, causing the flagel-
lum to rotate [3]. In order to balance this torque, the
cell body of the bacterium rotates in opposite direc-
tion (the cell rotates clockwise during run sequence
(as shown in fig1) and anticlockwise during tumble
sequence). When the bacterium is trapped in an op-
tical trap, we observe the rotational motion of the
cell body and are recorded by a high frame rate cam-
era. The trajectory of the bacterium is obtained by
video analysis and the data is processed to obtain the
power spectrum of the trajectory ( fig 2). The power
spectrum consists of two peaks, the larger peak corre-
sponds to cell body rotation frequency and the smaller
peak corresponds to flagella rotation frequency. This
experiment helps us to determine the propulsion co-
efficicents of the motile bacterium in low Reynolds
number, which are useful in determining forces and
torques exerted on the flagellum [4, 5]. Previously,
several experiments are performed to determine the
torque exerted on the flagellum of the bacterium by
attaching beads to the hook of the flagellum to get
the torque-speed relations [6]. We can consider this
experiment as a non- contact way of determining the
torque exerted on the flagellum without attaching any
other external geometries to the bacterium by using a

FIG. 1. (a-f) Rotation of the cell body observed in an
optical trap. Each frame has an interval of 13 ms .The
line is drawn to show the sense of rotation

FIG. 2. Power spectrum of the trajectory x(t) of the bac-
terium, the tall peak corresponds to cell body rotation and
the small peak corresponds to flagella rotation.

simple optical trap and can further be applied to study
the torque-speed relations at different environmental
conditions.
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